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Schedule of Dr. Young's
Inauguration is announced
A symposium entitled The Ten-
sions of Our Times" will accompany
the Inaugural Ceremonies of Presi-
dent Edwin Young at U-M on April
21.
Classes will end at 10 a.m. that
Thursday. Students and local resi-
dents are invited to join faculty and
guests for the Inaugural Convocation
at 10:15 a.m, in the Memorial Gym-
nasium. Dr. Fred Harvey Harring-
ton, president of the University of
Wisconsin, will be the featured
speaker.
President Harrington is a specialist
in American foreign relations and
has acted as an advisor on American
policy in the Far East to the State
Department, Defense Department.
Peace Corps, AID, and the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and
Welfare. He has been active in
foreign relations under three U. S.
presidents: Eisenhower, Kennedy and
Johnson.
The afternoon symposium will in-
clude three concurrent seminars.
President Harrington will give the
introductory remarks for the first
panel entitled "The Educational
Crisis." He was an associate pro-
fessor of history at Wisconsin from
1939-40. before becoming professor
and head of the department of his-
tory and political science at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas. In 1944 he re-
turned to Wisconsin where he was
successively associate professor, pro-
fessor of history, chairman of the
history department, special assistant
to the president, and vice president
prior to his election as president in
1962.
Dr. David R. Fink, Jr., will chair
the panel. Dr. Lee H. Swinford;
Dennis Hass, a senior in mathema-
tics; and Philip Jacobs, a senior in
education are panelists.
"The Impact of Science Today
and Tomorrow" is the subject of the
second panel. It will be introduced
by Dr. George Wald, Professor of
Biology at Harvard University. Born
in New York City in 1906, Dr. Wald
received a bachelor's degree in zo-
ology from Columbia University in
1932.
He was awarded a National Re-
search Council Fellowship in biology
from 1932-34. He began his study
in the laboratory of Otto Warburg
in Berlin-Dahlem where he first iden-
tified vitamin A in the retina of the
eye. Hc spent the second year in
the department of physiology at the
University of Chicago. Dr. Wald and
his associates are responsible for
most of what is currently known
about the visual pigments of the
eyes and how light affects them.
Dr. Wald came to Harvard in
1934 as a tutor in biochemical sci-
ences. In 1939 he received the Eli
Lilly award for fundamental re-
search in biochemistry.
In 1955 Dr. Wald received the
Proctor Medal of the Association for
research on ophthalmology and in
1959 received the Rumford Medal
from the American Academy of Atrs
and Sciences.
He was elected to the National
Academy of Sciences in 1950 and
Comedian Tom Ewell
will perform in Hauck
by JANE O'NEILL
One of America's most versatile
comedians will appear on campus
as part of MUAB's Spring Arts
Festival. Tom Ewell, adding the lec-
ture circuit to his successes on stage,
screen, television and radio, will per-
form in Hauck Auditorium on May
14 at 8:15 p.m.
Although Ewell is now a well-
known comedian, his was not a
meteoric rise to fame. His interest
in the stage was first stimulated by
Ohio River showboat. He attended
the University of Wisconsin, but
acting in college dramas and local
stock made him decide to foresake
textbooks for stage lights.
His Broadway career was less than
successful in these early years. His
first role was in 1934 in "They Shall
Not Die," a short-lived drama. Simi-
lar experiences of quick closings fol-
lowed. His first lead was in a musi-
cal which closed in a week.
Then came World War 11 and
well was slightly more successful
the Navy, being discharged with
• rank of lieutenant (s.8.)•
ack in civilian life, he returned
le theater via a role in the Los
.les Civic Opera's revival of4erta." In 1946 Eyell came backind met measurable success in
his role of GI Stover in "Apple of
His Eye," which ran for 118 perfor-
mances. His real break, however,
came in 1947 when he appeared in
"John Loves Mary." This show last-
ed a year and Ewell's performance
earned him Variety's Poll of New
York Drama Critics. a Donaldson
Award, and a Clarence Derwent
Award.
His Broadway reputation became
established and Ewell next ventured
into the motion picture medium. His
debut was in 1949 in "Adam's Rib"
and the impact of his role led to
many other comedy film parts. In
1950, Ewell returned to Broadway in
"The Seven Year Itch." He remained
on the stage for "Tunnel of Love"
and "A Thurber Carnival." The
latter especially tested his comic
versatility, as he played several
roles, ranging from Walter Mitty to
General Grant.
Ewell then invaded television with
his own half-hour situation comedy
show. He also continued making
films, such as "Tender is the Night"
and "State Fair."
Currently, Ewell is appearing on
NBC radio in a morning "talk"
show. His wife Marjorie is his co-
star and they manage to cover a
wide range of topics in one short
hour.
he spent the year of 1963-64 at
Cambridge University as a Guggen-
heim Fellow,
Dr. Wald is the recipient of the
honorary M.D. Degree from the
University of Berne, Switzerland,
and an honorary doctor of science
degrees from Yale, Wesleyan and
New York University.
Dr. Wald intends to center the
discussion on what he considers to
be the two most important problems
in biology today: increasing popula-
tion, and atomic energy: its promises
and threats.
Dr. Benjamin Speicher will serve
as chairman for this panel. The
panelists are Dr. W. Murray Bain,
Richard Cook, a senior in zoology;
and Elaine Scammon, a senior in
engineering physics.
"The Literary Horizon" is the
title of the third panel. Dr. Northrop
Frye, Principal of Victoria College,
University of Toronto, will be the
introductory speaker. Dr. Edward
M. Holmes will serve as chairman.
Prof. L. M. Burke, Jr., of UMP;
Miriam Vincent, a senior in English
and Martin Watts, a junior in Eng-
lish from UMP are panelists.
At each seminar the speaker will
present a brief statement. The panel
of faculty and students will question
the speaker and start the discussion
which will then be open to the audi-
ence. Each seminar will be followed
by an informal coffee hour where
the dialogue may be continued.
The tentative schedule for Inau-
guration day is:
9:00-10:00 Registration of Guests
10:15 Inaugural Convocation
12:15- 1:30 Luncheon as guests of
students in Cafeteria
2:00- 4:00 Seminars
Test now offered
to aid deferment
Due to the increased military ac-
tion abroad the United States draft
quota has steadily grown and Uncle
Sam has partially revoked the col-
lege student's automatic deferment.
The American Council on Educa-
tion urged in recent letters to Lt.
General Lewis B. Hershey, Selective
Service Director, to provide some
guidance to local draft boards for
"Orderly Procedures" for the reclass-
ification of students. The letter urged
immediate reinstatement of the cri-
teria used by the Selective Service
System during the Korean War for
determining which students should
be inducted and which deferred from
military service. During the Korean
War deferments were based on stu-
dent's rank in their class or specific
scores on the Selective Service Quali-
fication test, without regard to their
field of study.
As a result, the Selective Ser-
vice System on March 24 issued
the criteria to be used in determi-
ning whether college students
should receive draft deferments.
The new guidelines are effective
immediately and copies will be
sent to all local draft boards.
The criteria are based on the stu-
dent's scholastic standing among the
full-time male students in his class
or his score on the Selective Service
Qualification Test.
The test is voluntary and will be
given May 14, May 21, and June 3
at 1,200 colleges and universities.
The government assigns the dates
students should take the test, but the
student may pick any of the testing
centers.
The criteria for deferment is as
follows:
1. A test score of 70 or more for
undergraduates is needed to qualify
for a II-S (deferred) classification.
For graduate students a score of at
least 80 is required.
2. For those who chose not to take
the test deferment is given to
a. the student who has successful-
ly completed his first year and
achieved a scholastic standing within
the upper one-half of the full-time
male students in his class and has
been accepted for admission to the
second year of the class or is
presently satisfactorily pursuing such
a course.
b. the student who has successfully
completed his second year and
achieved a scholastic standing within
the upper two-thirds of his class for
(Continued on Page Six)
Trustees reject
Gould facilities
The Board of Trustees announced
March 20 that the university will not
acquire the facilities of Gould Aca-
demy in Bethel.
Gould Academy is 130 years old
and has an enrollment of approxi-
mately 350 students. The campus
contains 50 acres and nine build-
ings. It is valued at about $5 mil-
lion. The academy's campus had
been offered to Maine as a gift in
order to operate a branch of the
university in Bethel.
A faculty committee from the
university visited the proposed
campus and projected the costs of
providing a quality two-year college
program at Gould.
In a letter to Mr. Sidney David-
SURF'S UP—surfing scenes like this one will spark
up MUAB's first Surf Weekend. Two travelogues
a Is surfboard will be shown in Muck Auditorium
son, President of the Gould Board
of Trustees, Dr. Lawrence M.
Cutler, President of the University
Board of Trustees stated, "We have
had to conclude that the costs of
such a program are so much high-
er than at Orono or Portland that
we cannot in good conscience ask
the Legislature for the additional
operating and capital funds that
would be required at Gould..."
University officials would not
comment on further reasons for the
refusal. The location of Gould was
believed to be a drawback, for
Bethel is not a large population
center.
Friday and Saturday nights, giving the campus
glimpse of how the "other half" live..
(See story on page four).
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Pianist Stephen Manes
featured in two shows
Noted young pianist Stephen
Manes will give two performances
on campus in the coming week. To-
morrow evening he will present the
seventh program in the Friday Eve-
ning Concert Series, On Tuesday he
appears with the University orches-
tra in the Memorial Gym.
Mr. Manes was born in Benning-
ton, Vermont. He began his training
with Lionel Nowak (piano) and
Paul Boepple (composition), both
members of the Bennington College
music faculty. Later he studied with
Irwin Freundlich at the Juilliard
School of Music under an Ernest
Hutchingson Scholarship. He held
a Fulbright grant for the winter of
1963-64 and used it to study in
Vienna with Dr. Joseph Dichler.
He became Winner of Associates
of the Art of Music in Boston in
1959, and won the Kosciuszko Foun-
dation Chopin Scholarship in 1960
and the Hour of Music Competition
in 1961.
His Program for the U-M Friday
Evening Concert will include Partita
No. 1 in B-flat minor by Bach, Sona-
ta in C minor (Op. Ill) by Beeth-
oven, Toccata in C major (Op. 7)
by Schumann, Piano Variations
(1930) by Aaron Copland, and
Ballade in F minor (Op. 52) by
Chopin. The free performance will
take place in Alumni Hall Auditori-
um.
On Tuesday evening Mr. Manes
will perform Schumann's Piano Con-
certo in A Minor with the Universi-
THE CHALET
Bill Gayest
TYDOL
NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE
SPRING
TUNE-UPS
866-2538
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gavels
CHEVRON
AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE
DUPONT POLISHES
and
CLEANERS
866-2311
WE HONOR YOUR NEW PHILLIPS 66 CREDIT CARDS
Yes!
we have authentic
Male. Scrubbed Jeans.qp 
GO GET 'EM!
Ask for Male—
the new, soft jeans that
make stiff "cardboard"
denims obsolete!
Male scrubbed jeans
are brand new, yet they
have that well-scrubbed look!
you're more oi a man in iwai•T
wsiat 28-38 $4.95
Remember — Your Cluir,tx Account is Welcome
BEN SKLAR Inc.
Men's, Boys', Women's Apparel and Footwear
OLD TOWN
Open Friday till 9:00 P. M.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
STEPHEN MANES
Orono, Maine, April 7, 1966
ty Orchestra, conducted by Clayton
Hare. Students may obtain free tick-
ets by presenting their I. D. cards at
123 Lord Hal.
Recent grant raises
Student Aid budget
The United States Department of
Education has given the University
a grant of $104,489 to implement
and administer an Educational Op-
portunity Grant Program. The
money will be given out in direct
scholarships.
The scholarships will average
$400 or full in-state tuition. Two
hundred sixty-one scholarships will
be offered with 131 earmarked for in-
coming freshmen and 130 for upper
classmen. Once a student has re-
ceived a grant it will continue
throughout his undergraduate years
unless his financial situation changes
radically. To receive the grant a
student must be registered as a full-
time student with a 2.0 average.
The grant is the result of the
Higher Education Act which Presi-
dent Johnson signed into law in
November, 1965. Maine applied to
the Federal Government on Janu-
ary 7 and was notified of the grant
on March 29. U-M received the
lion's share of the State's allotment.
The amount of money a school
receives is determined by the num-
ber of full-time students enrolled
and the number of needy students.
To apply for the program a school
must prove the existence of needy
students. This was determined by
comparative need based on Parents'
Confidential Statements.
Dr. Hutchins to supervise battle against
smallpox and measles in Northern Nigeria
Dr. Dean Hutchins, director of
clinical services, is leaving U-M to
serve as a medical officer of West
Africa.
Hutchins will supervise the in-
oculation of some 30 million
people for smallpox and measles
in Northern Nigeria. Progress on
the battle against the two diseases
is most advanced there.
He is the only physician from
Maine to be selected by the Com-
municable Disease Center of the
U. S. Public Health Service. He is
among the first in the country to
participate in the program.
Hutchins will leave the University
August 1 for Atlanta, Ga., for two
months of training before being sent
to Kaduna, Nigeria for two years.
His wife and four daughters will
accompany him.
The health program started with
the World Health Organization's
goal to eradicate smallpox. The
nations of West Africa have asked
the United States for assistance.
The Communicable Disease Center
began training 14 physicians to
carry out this work.
Smallpox in the West African
countries, now only partially con-
trolled, infects approximately 3,000-
6,000 people yearly. 15 per cent of
the blindness in the area is caused
by the disease. Measles kill ap-
proximately 10 per cent of all chil-
DR. DEAN HUTCHINS
dren born, and cause 38 per cent
of all blindness in the region.
The Communicable Disease
Center notes that West Africa's
present medical facilities devote 20
per cent of their resources to the
care of individuals afflicted with
these two diseases. Their elimina-
tion or control would represent an
indirect and significant expansion
of available medical resources.
Medical officials say that if the
plan proceeds as scheduled, small-
pox cases should cease by the end
of the fourth year. At the same time
measles should be infrequent. At
Say it in
4 . 9 no-pSlcuoi, Lititatl
(or 27 other languages)
It's easy—even fun. You listen
to the record, then talk along
with it. You set your own learn-
ing pace, but chances are you'll
be able to speak a surprising
number of words and phrases
in a few hours.
For only $2.45 you can see if
a particular language appeals to
your interest and aptitude. Or
learn enough to make foreign
travel more pleasant. At the very
least, you'll be able to say "No"
(or "Yes") in another language!
Each album has 5 or more*
71/2" flexible packable 331/3 rec-
ords plus a handy "How to Use
the Language" Study Guide.
•
• W 16.)
Choose from 30 new World
Foreign Language Albums: A
simplified, self-teaching system
for Spanish, Japanese, German,
I talian,Chinese and many more...
Amharic Kurdish*
Arabic Lao
Bengali Norwegian
Cambodian Persian
Danish Portuguese
Dutch (Brazilian)*
French Russian
Greek Serbo-Croatian
Hausa* Swahili
Hebrew (East Africa)*
(Modern) Tagalog
Hindi* Thai
Indonesian Turkish
Korean* Vietnamese
*6 records
x---$2•45 each
At your bookstore
WORLD FOREIGN LANGUACE
RECORD SERIES
THE WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY Cleveland. Ohio 11102
the end of the fifth year, mainten-
ance vaccination programs con-
ducted by local personnel should be
fully established.
The success of the program large-
ly depends on the political stability
of the various nations and the
capability of the local personnel.
The prospects of his new post
excite Dr. Hutchins, who says,
"Professionally, it will be very hard
to replace this actual experience
treating tropical diseases. Medically
it should be very satisfying and
stimulating work, and personally it
represents a real challenge."
Hutchins, a graduate of this Uni-
versity and of the University of
Rochester School of Medicine and
Dentistry, conducted a private prac-
tice at Boothbay Harbor for five
years before coming to U-M.
NOTICE
A 45 minute color film of high-
lights from Mozart's opera, "Don
Giovanni," sung by members of the
Vienna Staatsoper will be shown in
110 Little Hall Thursday, April 7th
and Friday, April 8th at 4:30 p.m.
and on Saturday, April 9th at 1:30
Representative William Hathawa;
will speak April 13th in the Bangor
Room of the Memorial Union at
7:30 p.m. A question and answer
period will follow. He is being
sponsored by the Young Democrats
and the Political Lyceum Commit-
tee.
WM E BFM.91.9
"A Spectrum of Listening
Pleasure"
BROADCAST SCHEDULE
Monday Thru Friday
P. M.
6:00 M. M.
6:55 NEWS HEADLINES
7:00 Monday & Thursday
THIS IS JAZZ
Tuesday and Friday
THE FOLK HOUR
Wednesday
ON BROADWAY
7:45 NEWS ROUNDUP
8:00 Regular Features &
MUSICAL INTERLUDE
9:00 EVENING CONCERT
Thurs. nite---Opera
Fri. at 11:00--luter-
national Sounds
11:55 NIGHT DESK
Free program guides are availa
on request:
iCome or write to WMEB-F
275 Stevens Hall.
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COMMITTEE ME:18ERS PLOT MAINE DAY'SCOURSE—Figuring that 17 heads are hoter than
one, menthes of the Maine Day Committee arebusily eonsp'ring to insure a full schedule offestivities this year. Pictured above, in the usual
order, are (seated), Brace Staples, Paul Cote,
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Pat C -rd, Joan Speyer, Base Hodson, Ann Leger,
Bios), Clnrk. Standing, Howard Fields, Bob Cobb,
Joy Jewett, Surge Means, Ni.ney Bates, DawnStasi, Eliot! Horn, Mm-vin Glazier, Linda Carr,
and George Clark.
Masque will stage
sophisticated corned
By WILLIAM STEELE
A musical comedy that was first
produced in a little 135-seat, off-
Broadway thea:re in 1960, that
filled those scats every night for
more than six years, and then went
on to become an international suc-
cess in Europe, South America, the
Near East, and Australia, is being
produced by the Maine Masque
Theatre on May 2 and will play
through Mai 7.
This is "The Fantasticks," a har-
lequinade written by two young men
from Texas, Tom Jones and Har-
vey Schmidt, on the basis of a half-
forgotten old French romance.
The Gallic original was "Les
Rornantiques," Edmond Rostand's
first play, written in 1894 when he
was 26 years old, which was more
or less a buried footnote to the
career of the man who later wrote,
"Cyrano de Bergerac," until Jones
and Schmidt dug it up as a plot for
"The Fantasticks."
This plot is merely about a boy
and girl in love, but it was the
mockingly sophisticated style of tell-
ing their romantic story that seemed
to captivate the show's audiences
around the world. The boy and girl
are separated by a wall which their
seemingly hostile parents have put
up. The necessity to climb trees on
each side of the wall to have their
secret meetings, and their need to
plot behind the backs of their feud-
ing fathers, only adds piquancy to
their romance.
Actually their fathers are the best
of friends who fondly hope that their
children will marry. They have for-
bidden meetings of their children out
it the certainty that youngsters will
be contrary. They expound this wis-
dom in one of the show's hit num-
bers, "Never Say No!" which states
that children will always insist on
doing what they're forbidden to do.
In order to find a way in which
ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
l'RIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169
their pretended objections can be
overcome, they hire some actors to
stage an attempted abduction of the
girl in the moonlight, so that her
beau can gallantly rescue her. This
will make the girl see her suitor in
an even mo:e romantic light, and
will force the "reluctant" parents
to consent to the match.
After this moonstruck episode goes
off as planned, the musical transfers
its principals to a world of bright,
disillusioning sunlight. Youngsters
and fathers grow irritated with one
another. The boy and girl can only
find happiness after they discover
that the world is not composed en-
tirely of moor light and honeysuckle,
and the theme is developed that
"without a hurt the heart is hollow."
Mary Jay Mire and Mat Mercier
will be seen as the pair of sweet-
hearts, Dick Sawyer and Steve Mer-
ritt as their fathers, Stephen Files
doubling as the Narrator and the
hired abductor and Jenny Broad in
the long but non-speaking role of the
girl who arranges the scenery and
props and is herself a prop at times.
Bill McFadden and Chris Bowman
round out the cast as two actors who
are hired for the abduction scene.
James Barushok, Associate Pro-
fessor of Speech, is directing this
midsummer night's impromptu, and
Neal Fenter, Instructor in Speech, is
arranging the backgrounds for its
shenanigans. Musical direction will
be handled by Kim Sylvester. In-
strumentalists are Alice Mumme,
first piano; Alice Hartwell, second
piano; Mrs. Robert Davis, harp;
Harris Southard, drums; and Jim
Howe, bass. William Steele will serve
as assistant director. David Kennedy
is stage managing the production
and Rosemary Berner will serve as
his assistant.
The
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
So us mil --Nos cities
,trust Supplies
Custom Picture Framing
Party Supplies
and Decorations
13 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
Moine'r Most Complete
Card Shop
The University Stores
"majoring in service"
WELCOME YOU BACK
AND EXTEND TO EVERYONE
A HAPPY EASTER
SENIORS
Stop in and make arrangements
for your Cap and Gown for Graduation
THE UNIVERSITY STORES: owned and operated by the University of
Maine. for the University of Maine, Serving on the campuses of
Augusta, Auhurn-dewiston, Orono and Portland, and elsewhere
about the state as CED needs expand!
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Fraternities to compete
in annual Greek sing
(,, plden- throated fraternity men
will gather in the Memorial Gym
April 17 to compete in the annual
Inter-Fraternity Council Sing. The
event will begin at 6:30 p. m.
Two types of groups may enter
the competition. Class I will consist
of 14 or more voices while class II
will contain 13 or fewer men. Eleven
houses have entered the race.
Dr. Herrold Headley, head of the
Department of Music and Dr. Clay-
ton Hare, lecturer in music will
judge the groups. A third judge has
not yet been named.
Last year Sigma Phi Epsilon and
NOTICE
A foreign language proficiency ex-
amination in French, German, and
Russian will be given in 203 Little
Hall, at 9:00 a. m. on April 16,
1966, for candidates for the Ph. D.
degree. This examination may also
be taken by Master's degree candi-
dates in departments requiring
language certification for the Mas-
ter's degree. Students who desire to
take this examination must register
with the Department of Foreign
Languages and Classics. Room 201
Little Hall.
Tau Kappa Epsilon won the sing.
Sig Ep sang Shenandoah and Taste
of Honey was TKE's winning tune.
fraternity, Pan-Hellenic and IFC
presidents will be introduced.
Dr. Headley, accompanied by his
wife this time, will also judge the
girls. George Cavanagh, assistant
professor of music, will be the third
The Pan-Hellenic Sing will echo
through the gym on April 24 from
2-4 p. m. Paul Andrews, AGR and
President of the IFC will M. C.
During intermission, new sorority,
Alt
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10-5:30 p.m., Daily
Thurs. 'til 9 p.m.
masculine
...that's the kind of aroma she likes be
ing close to. The aroma of Old Spice
Crisp, tangy, persuasive. Old Spice ...
unmistakably the aftor shave lotion for
the untamed male. Try it soon ...she's
waiting. 1.25 & 200
...that's the way it is
with Old Spice
SHLILTON
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Shootin' the curl
•
I HE MAINE CAMPUS
'Water-Logged' to head
MUAB's Surf Weekend
Slightly water-logged, with cam-
era under one arm and surfboard
under the other, Bruce Brown--
young producer and lecturer will
bring to the campus the best from
his six years of surfing photography
and travels in his latest film titled
"Water-Logged". The feature length
film will be shown Saturday at 7 p.
4 410rser,"
m. in the Hauck Auditorium, top-
ping off MUAB's 'Surf Weekend'
which begins Friday night when
'Ride the Wild Surf will be shown
in the Hauck Auditorium.
Bruce Brown is noted for his surf-
ing photography and humorous nar-
ration, having produced such hits as
"Slippery When Wet", "Surf
CAN VAN HEUSEN VANOPRESS
',SAVE THIS ROMANCE?
• He sure was handsome. But what
I. frurn)Dy shirts! Then he happened. upon Van Heusen "417" Vanopress
, ...ZANG! He emerged.. lean, trim,
Jail man in a great authentic styled
/ shirt. Permanently pressed the day i
I,..  was made, it will never need pressin
.'" again.
.,
VAN HEUSEIN*
"
Crazy", "Barefoot Adventure", and
"Surfing Hollow Days". "Water-
Logged" features the best from these
four other films, totaling almost a
hundred thousand miles of travel
searching for and riding waves all
over the world.
In "Water-Logged", Mr. Brown
takes the audience to Hawaii, re-
nowned for it's excellent surfing con-
ditions, and shows some of the larg-
est waves ever photographed—up to
three stories high—ridden by the
world's finest surfers.
After Hawaii, viewers accompany
Mr. Brown to Australia, the "Land
Down Under", for some challenging
surf. Then proceeding along the un-
matched coast of California, one
takes off on a seven thousand mile
journey into Mexico for more
mountainous green waves, mean
sharks, and colorful adventures.
Florida also brings hot surf, hot
water, and adventure.
"Water-Logged" is a pictorial
documentary of the surfers way of
life.
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B1NG, BANC, I sliOT 1401 it N—',1•.1,1,.; ,•urrunt Ulu uproar,
an unichntifiet1 studcnt panicked at th,. sight of a luminous disc hover-
ing oser the steps of the library. The fast-thinking undergraduate
%shipped out his shotgun and was taking aim when a fellow student
dispelled his fears: it un• onl, a fri-hem' gone astray.
Outstanding students and faculty
gain Phi Kappa Phi membership
Phi Kappa Phi, the all-university
honorary scholastic society at the
University of Maine, has elected
five faculty members and a total of
55 juniors and seniors to member-
ship.
Faculty members elected to the
U-M society were Dr. Edwin Young,
university president; Prof. Robert D.
Dunlap, chemistry department;
John F. Jaques, assistant professor
in the English department; and
George Prescott, associate professor
in education.
Seniors elected were Marion V.
Adams. Portland: David E. Brann,
CUTLER'S MEN'S STORE
is your
Ram
dealer in Old Town
4410, .404ra COME TO PILOTS tv
w FOR A SPECIAL 4
P-- DINING TREAT "ppm
44Specializing in
_ Ocean-f resh Seafood
F.— the way you like it
ill and Choice Steaks 0,
101. 
hula Jew minutes )10>
from Orono. Take
Iferrnan exit off lbw,
pli• Interstate Meta a. 95. PA-
11010 
PI.F.NTY OF
FREE PARKING 10
, 
Hampden Highlands; Julia Caldwell,
Valley Cottage, N. Y.; Linda J.
Fales, Rockland; Joseph P. Geraci,
New York, N. Y.; Henry Goodstein,
Bangor; Jo Ann Greenhalgh, Orono;
Susan Hanna, Rockport; David B.
Hawkes, Portland; Cynthia S.
Heath, Veazie; Nancy L. Houghton,
Fort Kent; Beverly L. Huntley,
Orono; John F. Hutchinson, St. Al-
bans, Vt.; Reginald H. Merrill,
Brewer; Ann L. N. Merritt, Deer
Isle; Gail L. Pratt, Winslow; Sharon
Preble, Gray; Janet R. Rogers, Mel-
rose, Mass.; Elaine Scamman, Saco;
Nancy Scamman, Hollis Center;
Barbara Sheets, Brunswick; Penelope
Smith, Bangor; Irene Tyler, Orono;
Marybelle Walsh, Kennebunkport;
Rebecca Waterman, Camden; Ency
Whitehill, Orono: Jean Wildes, Ken-
nebunkport.
Phi Kappa Phi has established a
scholarship award of $100 to be
even to the second semester sopho-
more who attains the highest rank
in his class. This award will be pre-
.nted at the May 10 banquet.
The society will also be host to
the triennial onvention of Phi
Kappa Phi at the Orono campus in
1971.
UN iVERSITY
MOTOR INN
• 50 Modern Deluxe 1 wt..
• Adjacent to Unisersity
of Maine Campus
• TV and T,•leplione
• Wall to W all Carpetinv
• Restaurant - Coffee Shop
RESERVATIONS
tall 207-86644921 Orono
• I AM 0. LUKE, Manager
•
•
•
Orono. Mainc,
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'w Donations grow
for Alumni fund
MR. CARL WHITMAN
The University of Maine Annual
Alumni Fund drive for 1965-66 has
passed the $100,000 mark. This
year's goal is a record $125,000 but
alumni officials are confident the
goal will be met.
Three more months remain in the
1965-66 drive. A new campaign will
begin July 1.
Carl Whitman, 1935, Needham,
Mass., has headed this year's drive.
According to Whitman, 1965-66
should be a record year for the
fund drive.
Sorority sing will complete
Traditional Greek Weekend
Greek Weekend traditionally be-
gins with lighting the torch on the
mall. This year will be no different
as the torch goes into flame April
21 at 5:00 p.m. Following this,
faculty members will dine at the
fraternity houses while sorority wo-
men will serve as waitresses.
The polls open Friday morning
at 9:00 o'clock for the Greek God
and Goddess voting. Students may
select their candidate in the Main
Lobby of the Memorial Union un-
til 5:00 p.m. The God and Goddess
will be crowned at the Greek Ball
that night at 10:00 p. m. This
year's Ball, scheduled from 8:00 to
12:30 p.m. in the Memorial Gym-
nasium, will not feature togas. In-
stead the tone is informal with
dancing to a rock and roll band.
A car parade at noon will intro-
duce Saturday's activities. At 1
p.m. the chariot races take off. Be-
tween races, sorority women will
compete in various games.
The Serendipity Singers in con-
cert will highlight the weekend in
the Memorial Gym Saturday night
from 8-10 p.m. Joint fraternity par-
ties from 10-12 p.m. will wind up
the evening.
On Saturday afternoon the fe-
male Greeks take over the show as
they compete in the annual Sorority
Sing in the Memorial Gymnasium
from 2 to 4 p.m.
the maine
CALENDAR
Thursday
Spear Contest, 7:30-9:30 p.m.,
Lown Room, Union
Phi Kappa Phi Reception, 8
p.m., Main Lounge, Union
Arts Festival, 7 p.m., Hauck
Art Department Movie. 7:30
p.m., Carnegie
German Department Movie, Don
Giovanni, 4 p. m., 110 Little
Hall
Friday
MUAB Movie, Ride the Wild
Surf, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Bridge Club, 7-10 p.m., Lown
Room, Union
Saturday
MUAB Movie, Water-Logged, 7
p.m.
MUAB Dance. 8 p.m., Main
Lounge. Union
Sunday
Film Classics. Long Day's Jour-
ney Into Night. Hauck, 8 p.m.
Society of Friends, 9:30 p.m.,
Harris Room, Union
Hillel, 8 p.m., Bangor Room,
Union
carzle Sav—
' cc-ot d =.-t PARK'S
The ten-year old was watch-
ing his dad repair the garage
door. "Bernard," the father
presently said, "please go in the
house and get Daddy a screw-
driver." Fifteen minutes later
the child returned and with ex-
asperation shouted, "1 found
the vodka, but I can't find the
orange juice."
Our Tool Rental Dept.
can •ave you Time and Money
PARK'S HARI:1104AR ;S. VARIETY
Molt Stret t 01 ono. Main
Tuesday
Great Books. 7:30 p.m., Davis
Room, Union
Newman Lecture, 7 p.m., 1912
Room, Union
Chess Club, 7:30 p.m., Bumps
Room, Union
Poetry Hour, George Semsel
Reader, 4 p.m.. Coe Lounge
Concert Series, 8 p.m., Memorial
Gym
Wednesday
Plant Science Club, 7 p.m.,
F.F.A. Room, Union
Alumni and matching gift busi-
ness firms contributed the $100,000.
The money is used for scholarships,
cultural endeavors, support of the
university library and to attract out-
standing professors to the U-M
through the establishment of Named
Professorships.
The Maine Annual Alumni Fund
was started in 1961 when the
Alumni Association changed from
alumni dues to annual giving.
Some $61,000 was collected in
1961-62; $85,000 in 1963-64, and$107,000 in 1964-65.
The University of Maine educates
nearly 50 per cent of all Maine
youth who go on to higher educa-
tion. Less than half of the total uni-
versity income comes from the state
and federal government. The rest
is raised through student fees and
private gifts to the university.
MAKE FREESE'S
IN DOWNTOWN
BANGOR YOUR
HEADQUARTERS FOR
FAMOUS SHULTON
PRODUCTS —
ESPECIALLY
THE POPULAR
L) NI I E F:2 S "1—
MAI 1141
LINE
SUMMER SESSIONS
12 Week Summer Session
June 20 - Sept. 9
4 three-week,
3 six-week sessions
COMBINE STUDY
AND RECREATION
Earn degree credits in the
stimulating climate of Maine.
Graduate and Undergraduate
courses at Orono and Portland.
MODERN DORMITORY
ACCOMMODATIONS.
Outstanding faculty with
nationally known visiting
lecturers. Conferences,
institutes, workshops, tours,
Summer Playhouse on campus,
Summer Arts Festival.
Centrally located to lakes,
mountains and seashore.
For drra.'el I-fnrrnation write
DIRECTOR OF
SUMMER SESSIONS
UrIversity of Maine, Orono, Maine
MAKE VACATIONLAND YOUR VOCA TIONI. AN
Get
closer
with a
HONDA
Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
offers you all these advantages plus economy:
price, upkeep and insurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., roc.
Department C-4, Box SO ri -o.clena, California 1966 AHM
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Debating team attends Lowell
scheduled o
Nae 
ttournament in Vermontlecture tonight
After the brief lull before Spring
Recess the debating team has a
full week of activities. Two teams
are participating in the Pi Kappa
Delta Provincial Tournament being
held this Wednesday through Sat-
urday at Norwich University in
Northfield, Vermont. The team en-
tering the women's debate is Suzanne
Hart and Linda Studley. The team
of Larry Cole, Howard Cody and
Bill Homer are entering the men's
competition.
This tournament also holds in-
dividual speaking events. Entering
these are Suzanne Hart in original
oratory, Larry Cole in discussion,
Howard Cody in extemporaneous
speaking and Bill Homer in original
oratory.
Next Tuesday the debating team
will be entering competition closer
to home. Two teams will participate
in Maine Intercollegiate Novice
Tournament held at Bowdoin Col-
lege. Beverly Persky and Bruce
Fleming will debate for the affirma-
tive. The team of Alan Shevis and
Richard Dodge will be debating the
negative side of the proposition.
Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students—U. S. Citizens
needing nominal financial help to complete their education this
academic year—and then conunence work—cosigners required.
Send transcript and full details of your plans and requirements to
Stevens Bros. Foundation, Inc.
610-612 Endicott Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn. A non-profit corp.
 
 
UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE
The Spring Arts Festival will pre-
sent Lowell Naeve, artist, author,
and filmmaker, tonight in the Hauck
Auditorium at 7:30. Mr. Naeve will
give a short lecture, and then show
eight, well-known classic short films.
Lowell Naeve is distinguished as
a printmaker of colorful woodcuts.
He has also written a book, Fan-
tasies of a Prisoner. For the last ten
years he has been involved in ex-
perimental filmmaking.
The short films usually run from
six to fifteen minutes. Those who
saw the Johnson Wax movie at the
World's Fair will know how exciting
this form of movie can be. Admis-
sion to the program is free.
NOTICE
Spring tryouts for the '66 major-
ette squad will be held Saturday,
April 16th. All girls who are inter-
ested should attend the meeting,
Tuesday, April 12th, at 7 p.m. in
170 Lord Hall.
Deferment
Continued from Page One
that year and has been accepted
for admission to the third year class
or is presently satisfactorily pursuing
such a course.
c. the student who has successful-
ly completed his third year and
achieved a scholastic standing within
the upper three-fourths of that year
of the full-time male students in his
class, and has been accepted for ad-
mission to the fourth year class or is
presently satisfactorily pursuing such
a course.
d. the student who has been pur-
suing a course of instruction which
requires the completion of more
than four years of full-time under-
graduate study for the first academic
degree, and has successfully com-
pleted his fourth or subsequent year
and achieved a scholastic standing
within the upper three-fourths for
his last completed undergraduate
year of full-time male students in
his class, and has been accepted for
admission to the fifth or subsequent
year or is presently satisfactorily
pursuing such a course.
e. those who have been accepted
V,
r-•
c.S
e,47trt
Re-write the books!
There's a change in curriculum. Toronado's in! Front wheel drive with 385-horse Rocket V-8 takes
boredom out of the course! No more cramming—with flat floors, six passengers are a snap!
Toronado styling takes honors over anything else on the road! (No wonder Motor Trend Magazine
named it Car of the Year!) Just sample the style and action of any of the Toronado-inspired Rocket
Action Oldsmobile,. You'll want to major in Olds ownership! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
tC7:Am:19 OUT FRONT
...in a Rocket Action Car!
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The Horsema
hold a meeting
7:00 p.m. in the
Union to elect 01
terested is welcor
for admission for a degree by a
graduate or professional school to
the first class beginning after the
date he completed the requirement,
for admission and if such a class has
begun, the school must certify that
he is satisfactorily pursuing a full-
time course of instruction leading to
his degree, and in his last full-time
undergraduate academic year he
must have had achieved a scholastic
standing within the upper one-quar-
ter of the full-time male students in
his class.
A student may take the Selec-
tive Service Test only once. A
mark helm* 70 or 80 does not
mean the draft as long as he re-
mains in the proper rank of his
class. On the other hand if a 70
or 80 is obtained the student's
marks may be anything short of
flunking out and he will probably
not be drafted.
The Selective Service College
Qualification Test "examines the
ability to read with understanding
and to solve new problems by using
general knowledge." These abilities
are necessary for success in fields
which require advanced training. In
form the three-hour test is similar to
the College entrance exams.
Assembly announced
The AWS Spring Assembly will
be held Wednesday, April 13. The
program will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
Hauck Auditorium. The Convention
report will be read, the Associated
University Women Membership
Award will be presented, and the
candidates for AWS offices next
year will be introduced. Dr. Alice
Stewart will be the evening's speak-
er.
Following the assembly there will
be a meet-the-candidates tea in the
Main Lounge which will provide the
audience with an opportunity to be-
come more acquainted with the
candidates.
CLASSIFIED
SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA
ARE PROFITABLE. LISTINGS
OF COMPANY NAMES AND
ADDRESSES: $1.00 TO DENIS
RYDJESKI, C/O E. R. ANU-
TA, RR 10, LAFAYETTE, IND.
VISIT Russia. Israel or Israel,
Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Spain,
North Africa. $999.00. Hotels,
meals, sightseeing. Jet round trip
from New York. Sandra Hano,
4548 Banner Drive, Long Beach,
Calif. 90807.
LOOKING For Interesting Sum-
mer Employment? For our 16-
page brochure on what's avail-
able (National Parks, NASA.
etc.), how to apply and to whom
mail name, address and college
along with $1.00 to The Crolee
Company, Three Parkway Cen-
ter, Pittsburgh, Penn. 15220.
GUITARS for sale: Martin
D-18, $179. Gibson 3/4 size 2-
pickup electric, $149. Serenader
Flat-top, $10. 20-watt amp. $49.
DeArmand pickup, $10. Banjos:
Vega Scruggs model, $295. Kay,
$69. Cases available. A. Ede,
827-4067.
FOR SALE: Vespa Scooter, Su-
per Sport 1965 model, very
good condition, reasonably priced.
B. S. Bolaria, 866-2447.
LOST: Pair man's prescription
sunglasses, tortoise shell frames,
gray plastic pocket clip case. Re-
ward. Call, ext. 285.
IN ORONO-1 room efficiency
apartment with kitchen, bath
with stall showers. All utilities
furnished. Available now. Call
942-0935.
1 7, 1966
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Opportunities
The Book-of-the-Month Club, Sat-
urday Review, Women's National
Book Association has announced
the Fifth Amy Lowman National
Award of $1000 for a student with
the best personal library. Two addi-
tional honorable mention awards of
two hundred dollars each have been
O Entires roust consist of 35 or
more books. They will be judged on
the basis of knovdedge, scope, in-
terest, value, and imagination, as
shown in the commentary required
describing the collection.
For further information, contact
Bcnn Hall Associates, 757 Third
Ave., New York 10017.
The Encampment for Citizenship,
a non-partisan, non-sectarian pro-
gram to further prepare youth and
student leaders for well-informed,
active participation in public af-
fairs will hold an encampment this
summer in Washington, D. C., on
the University of Maryland campus.
The event will run from June 19-
July 30 and an inter-American en-
campment in Cayey, Puerto Rico is
scheduled from June 26 through
August 6.
The encampment emphasizes learn-
ing through field trips, workshops,
discussion groups, lectures, films, and
part-time community service work
in low-income areas. This year pov-
erty and civil rights problems and
programs, and development efforts
in Latin America, Africa and Asia
will be the topics discussed by staff
and guest speakers. Guest speakers
will include Congressional leaders
of both parties. Administration
spokesmen, social scientists and
leaders of a wide range of civil
rights, anti-poverty and world af-
fairs organizations.
Encampment participants are of
all racial, religious, ethnic and eco-
nomic backgrounds. Foreign stu-
dents are eligible.
Further details and applications
are available from Encampment for
Citizenship. Inc., 2 West 64th
Street. New York City 10023.
Skidmore College is sponsoring a
Comedy Arts Theatre open to male
and female undergraduates begin-
ning July 6. Although the resident
acting company will comprise the
nucleus for the most difficult roles
in the scheduled four comedies, un-
dergraduate participants are eligi-
ble to try out for supporting roles
in every play.
The Skidmore College Drama De-
partment is also offering a train-
ing program of four-college-credit
courses: Acting, Dance for Actors.
- Technical Theatre, and Rehearsal
and Production. Work-aid scholar-
ships are also available. Interested
students may write to: The Pro-
ducer, The Comedy Arts Theatre,
Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y. 12866.
NOTICE
The Horsemanship Club will
hold a meeting on April 13, at
7:00 p.m. in the 1912 Room of the
Union to elect officers. Anyone in-
terested is welcome.
Pulp and paper Open House Day
presents large variety of speakers
The annual Pulp and Paper Open
House - Research Day will be held
at the University April 21 and 22.
ROBERT E. O'CONNOR
The event attracts putp and paper
and allied industry executives from
all over the United States and will
feature research demonstrations and
panel discussions held by University
students.
The convention will open with
the Pulp and Paper Foundation
meeting. Officers and committee
chairmen will present reports of the
year's activities, and officers for
next year will be elected.
Featured lecturers at the Open
House-Research Day include Univer-
sity President Edwin Young who will
deliver a luncheon address, and
Robert E. O'Connor, President and
Treasurer of the American Paper
Institute. Mr. O'Connor will speak
at the dinner meeting that closes the
conference. He is a graduate of
Queens College and holds a law de-
gree from Columbia University.
Summer placement will be dis-
cussed at a panel discussion early
in the program. John Cowan, exec-
utive vice-president of West Vir-
ginia Pulp and Paper Company;
Mace V. Harris, vice-president of
Northwest Paper Company; John
Huer, vice-president of Great
Northern Paper Company; and Wil-
liam .A. Ketchen, vice-president of
Fraser Companies. Ltd., will repre-
sent industry on the panel. Fifth-
Companies seek graduates;
Numerous lobs available
Placement Director Phillip Brock-
way says that the demand of com-
panies seeking graduates and the
number of jobs they are offering
this year is unprecedented in the
history of the University. So many
companies are seeking interviews.
a number of which have never con-
tacted the University before, that
interNiews have spilled over into
the middle of April.
Brockway attributes the unusual
demand to the depletion of man-
power because of the Viet Nam
situation and to increased industrial
prosperity. "It is significant," he
says, "that these companies are hir-
ing university graduates despite
their vulnerability to the draft."
It follows that because the de-
mand is heavy and the supply is
low, college graduates are receiving
starting salaries higher than ever
before. Although these starting sal-
aries for those with a bachelor's
degree in Maine are a bit lower than
the national level, they are 10 to
15 dollars a month higher than
those offered last year.
VACATION
DIRT?
get rid of it
at
CRAIG THE TAILOR
Memorial Union
Announces Extension of Hours
EFFECTIVE, FRIDAY, APRIL 8
and Until Further Notice
BEAR'S DEN OPEN FRIDAYS TILL MIDNIGHT(Other Nights Regular Hours)
NEWSCOUNTER OPEN TILL 11 P.M. NIGHTLY
GAME ROOM OPEN TILL 11 P.M. SUN.-THURS.GAME ROOM OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT FRI. AND SAT.
Introducing
HARRY LESLIE
Special Representative of
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
187 Exchange ‘it. Bangor- 942-6741
Savings Plans for the University Student
LIFE INSURANCE .:. ANNUITIES
year paper and technology students
will compose the rest of the panel.
The topic under discussion will be
problems of summer placement of
pulp and paper students.
James A. Harmon, University Di-
rector of Admissions, is scheduled
to explain admission requirements
of the College of Technology. Dr.
Edward G. Bobalek, Gottesman
Research professor of Chemical
Engineering, will speak on the
University of Maine Pulp and Pa-
per Programs. The Pulp and Paper
Foundation program of scholar-
ships, grants, and fellowships will
be explained by John H. Huer.
Dr. Bobalek chairmans a com-
mittee to arrange a program en-
titled "Engineering Research at New
Frontiers in Paper Technology."
The program will include discus-
sions of problems of mass transfer
and fluid flow, product development,
and systems analysis. The program
is designed to be of particular in-
terest to students interested in re-
search, technical development, and
services, but some graduate stu-
dents and industry men will partici-
pate.
the COFFEE HOUSE
Fri. 4:00 Mr. D. Miller
Talk on American Socialism
Fri. 8:00 Open
Sat. 8:00 Tom Leher
Recording
Wed. 8:00 Night of the 78's
The
ENGAGE-ABLES
go for
ELI 
And, for good reasons ... like
smart styling to enhance the
center diamond ...guaranteed
perfect (or replacement as-
sured) . . . a brilliant gem of
fine color and precise modern
cut. The name, Keepsake, in
your ring assures lifetime sons-
Faction. Select your very per-
sonal Keepsake at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
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Editorials
Student pockets pay
Several weeks ago a decision by the Board
of Trustees to hike the out-of-state student
tuition by $100 each semester produced an
uproar among the affected students. Students
remain unaware, however, that they may often
raise the college fees themselves. When the
University suffers extensive building damage,
expenses can be met only through the students.
The state does not provide any funds for
the dormitory system. "The dorms are an auxil-
iary enterprise," explained Velma Oliver, Man-
ager of Women's Housing. "and the students
must pay for all building maintenance, and
salaries. What remains goes into the expenses
for the new dormitories."
Dormitory windows cost approximately $50
each. Several weeks ago, an unidentified vandal
fired B-B shots through several windows in
Hancock, leaving a rash of tiny holes. Two
windows in Kennebec were shattered when
someone hurled a steel pole through one and a
rock through the other. Colvin also suffered
damage when another vandal sent a bicycle
flying through a ground floor window
Announced Miss Oliver. "if damage like
this continues, the University has no alternative
but to add the expenses to board and room
charges."
Although no one was injured in any of these
actions, personal safety is an important ele-
ment. In the first Kennebec incident, the girls
did not have their drapes drawn and the glass
splattered across the room. The residents were
sleeping at the time. In that dorm, the girls are
now afraid to put their beds near the windows.
"It's a pretty sad thing," Miss Oliver lamented,
"when you have to arrange furniture so as to
be safe from assault"
During the week before Spring vacation, a
vandal entered the Student Senate office and
tossed the public address system, a chair, and
an assortment of magazines, pictures, and cor-
respondence out of the second story window.
The p.a. system, damaged beyond repair, repre-
sented a loss of about $200. The Student Senate
receives its funds from the Activities Fee each
student pays with his semester tuition and room
and board bill.
One night during that same week, the night
watchman at the University barns discovered
that someone had forced entry into one of the
buildings. Apparently the intruder discovered
that maneuvering one of the large trucks out of
its shelter was too much to handle. However,
the door had to be repaired. Although this cost
is not directly paid by the students, eventually
the amount comes from student pockets also.
On each occasion, nothing was stolen, so
it can only be assumed that the acts were com-
mitted for sheer malice or lack of anything else
to do. Unfortunately, everyone else must pay
for one person's night of fun.
Clarifying the position
The reluctance of university officials to com-
ment on reasons for ending negotiations for the
acquisition of Gould Academy is a strange pro-
cedure. The closed-mouth attitude has given
rise to much conjecture about the university's
reasons.
Many legitimate reasons have been floating
around—the location of Gould, the need for a
greatly expanded library and the need for ad-
ditional housing facilities. The university will
only state that Bethel would cost too much.
Sidney W. Davidson, president of the Gould
Board of Trustees. stated that "on several oc-
casions, university officials told us the univer-
sity had completed its studies of operating costs
and . . . that establishment of a branch in
Bethel would be feasible since the campus
would be acquired as a gift . . ."
It h b:en reputed that a detailed study of
Vacation time
the proposal found that it would cost approxi-
mately one-third more per student at the
Bethel campus. as compared to the Orono or
Portland campuses.
It has been pointed out that Gould Academy
was offered to the university during the tenure
of President Lloyd H. Elliott, who moved on
to George Washington University. The Bangor
Daily News observed that the new president,
Dr. Edwin Young, is "known to have strong
feelings about improving the quality of educa-
tion at the state university as it now exists."
The administration has continually stressed
the policy of "keeping the students informed."
When university officials refuse to give reasons
for their actions, when they leave it up to con-
conjecture by uninformed, uninvolved people,
the students are sure to be misinformed by
rumors and speculation.
No one's in town -
A young man sat slouched in a chair, star-
ing at a bright TV screen in the dimly lit liv-
ing room of his home. He got up from his
seat, flicked off the set and slowly wandered
into the dining room. He stopped next at the
dining room table and stared down at an open
text book. After turning three pages he quick-
ly walked to the closet and grabbed his coat.
On his way through the kitchen his mother
asked, "Where are you going?" "Out," he
answered.
He jumped into his car and drove to the
nearest bar, his favorite spot during the sum-
mer. "Hi, Bill, what'll ya have?" the bartender
asked.
"A beer," Bill answered. He sat down on
the bar stool and stared into his glass. He
slowly ran his finger around the rim three
times. Then he picked up the glass and fin-
ished it in three swallows. "How about an-
other," he signalled to the bartender.
The bartender brought another beer. Bill
crouched over the second glass and again
—
by July Fricke
stared into the contents. The bartender smiled.
"Having a good vacation, kid?"
"Yeah, sure," he answered, looking up at
the bartender. "You know, I might as well
have stayed at school."
"Why don't you go see that little girl friend
of yours? You're still going with her, aren't
you?"
"Sure I'm going with her. But I can't go
down for a visit because she's still in school.
She has about five tests this week, so I'd just
be in her way."
"How about your buddy, John?" the bar-
tender offered.
"He's in school, too. He gets off next week,
during the Easter holidays. In fact, all my
friends are in school. No one's in town except
high school kids."
He gulped down his beer and got up. "Well,
back to the TV." He smiled at the bartender.
"Who knows, maybe Easter will fall in the last
week of March next year."
SHEER MALICE
Speaking out
Amazing animals
by Art Set.0a
In this age of scientific advance-
ment and innovated research, we al-
ways seem to be filled with perpetual
amazement over the myriad of gad-
gets man has created and produced.
But I sometimes wonder if we don't
overlook the most amazing "gadget"
still among us—man himself. Don't
you ever wonder about people?
Don't you ever wonder about the
guy who grows a beard and then
parades around barefoot in the snow
with a soggy cardboard placard?
How about the tall, gawky man
who is born in a log cabin and
grows up to be President of the
United States. And what about the
minister who reads an article sup-
porting United States policy and
writes to the editor of the Journal
denouncing the author as a Mc-
Carthyite.
Haven't you ever given any thought
to the guy who likes to go over
Niagara Falls in a barrel? Kind of
odd, isn't it? Or don't you ever won-
der what Billy Graham does on
New Year's Eve or What Al Capone
used to do on Christmas morning?
How about Mr. Hook? Have you
ever heard the story of Mr. Hook?
It seems that John Doe and Mary
Smith were parking out in the witty-
wags one warm summer night sever-
al years ago with aspirations to an
evening of passion. The radio was
on, playing the music of the regional
area. All of a sudden, a newsflash
interrupted the programmed music
informing them of the fact that
crazy murderer had just escape(
from a nearby rubber factory.
His one distinguishing feature wa
a hook which was attached to hi
arm where his wrist had bee
chopped off. Interestingly enougl
he used this structure to hook peopl
to death.
Upon hearing this, Mary Smit
became quite anxious and plead(
with John to drive off where it woe
be safer. But John, more inv(kg,
with the immediate situation,
favor the idea and continued wi
his pursuit of passion. But Ma
grew more concerned and insiste
and John, enraged, jumped up, sta
ed the car, and peeled away.
Upon reaching Mary's house,
jumped out of the car and wt
around it to Mary's side to open I
door and let her out. As he react
for the door, however, he gasj
with fright. On her door handle
dangling a torn-off hook.
There aren't many of us v
won't admit that John and M
were fortunate that they left
woods when they did. But how m
of us ever would give thought to
poor fellow left back in the wc
with no one to kill and with his.
hook torn off his hand. Don't
ever think of Mr. Hook?
This may well be the space
but people will never cease to n
me wonder.
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Letters
to the editor
Bring books
To the Editor:
The Bangor branch of the
N.A.A.C.P. is preparing for its an-
nual book sale to be held in mid-
April. The proceeds from this sale
will be sent to the N.A.A.C.P.
branch in Laurel, Mississippi, where
funds are desperately needed.
We would greatly appreciate it if
you would donate to us any text-
books or any other books you are
planning to dispose of during your
spring cleaning. These books may
be dropped off at the Coffee House
on Grove Street during the week of
April 4th through the 9th. The Cof-
fee House will be open on Wednes-
day from 7:00-10:00 p.m., Friday
from 4:00-5:30 p.m. and 8:00-
12:00 p.m. and Saturday from 8:00-
12:00 p.m.
If these hours are not convenient
for you, please call 866-4204 or
866-2140 and we will arrange to
have someone pick up your books
at your home or office.
Thank you for your help.
Mrs. Harriett Nadel
Mrs. Marisue Pickering
Bangor Branch, N.A.A.C.P.
•
Needed commodity
To the Editor:
It seems incongrous to me that in
a state which is apparently deeply
concerned with liquor reforms we
should find one of the most odious
and discriminatory laws found any-
where in the country. Illegal pos-
session laws and other laws of that
ilk find their last bastion in a
holier - than - thou morality which
says "pass a law awn' it, and get
tough," whenever it confronts a so-
cial enigma.
Here is a classic example of at-
tacking the symptoms of a disor-
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der rather than the cause. But this
sorry effort still falls far short of
its misguided goal for I know of
no one who, upon having paid his
S50 membership fee, has dropped
out of the club. To this extent I
know several persons who have
paid their fees two or three times,
perhaps to insure acceptance among
their peers.
It is not the utter failure of this
law which bothers me most, but the
gross injustice of a culture which
sees fit to hold a cocktail in one
hand while slapping the wrists of
its youth with the other. My stand
is not pro-liquor but pro young peo-
ple and equal treatment under the
law.
We wonder why there is a breach
between the two generations and
why bright young people leave
Maine. Obviously the blame cannot
be laid to one bad law but the sum
total of the thinking which fostered
this law.
Being carted off to South Wind-
ham, or digging into the old man's
pocketbook, or contracting a per-
manent court record does nothing
to enhance the most sorely needed
commodity of our time, namely re-
spect for society and our elders,
who with impunity can indulge in
the same libations.
I don't mean to equate libation
with liberty, but in this specific in-
stance I am. After all, life is made
up of specific instances, the mo-
mentary flashes that constitute our
make-up and attitudes.
Richard L. Colt
Contradiction
To the Editor:
On page one of the last Campus
I read about the swimming pool and
what a great job the Owls were do-
ing in its support. On page six I
read what a great job the Owls
weren't doing and what they could
be doing.
I also ran across the bit about the
"entire membership must work to-
gether." I imagine that this is one
point which you people at the Cam-
pus office must hear pretty often.
John Gooding
President
Sophomore Owls
•
Who wants them?
To the Editor:
It is now time for students to
sign up for next year's rooms. Like
this year, many students will have
to be put into triple rooms to make
space available for incoming fresh-
men.
I don't think too many people are
going to volunteer for triples. Who
wants to share closets, book shelves
and to take study shifts so one per-
son can use one desk at a time!
If housing wants to encourage
students to live in triples, it would
seem reasonable to lower the price.
If a double room is cheaper than a
single room, why isn't a triple room
cheaper than a double?
Lee Sherwood
•
Wino
To the Editor:
In reference to the article -Win-
ter Campus" by Joel Rawson in the
last issue, please tell Mr. Rawson
that he is misinformed on the price
of wine. If he would investigate
these matters more thoroughly,
Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.
What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked off the
football team just
because he flunked
six out of four of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
editors resigned in
protest because The
publication of cert
SPRITE. SO TART
AND TINGLINgi.
WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET. 
WALLACE MIDDENDORF SAT HERE
Chancellor wouldn't allow the
am n salacious portions of
"Night In a Girl's Dormitory°
you just sat, didn't you?
You've made a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorpl
You're a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise!
Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next campus speak-out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
and what big corporation is
going to hire you?
11•••11( • •r •••el -NOM
editor's corner
The names on the masthead
have changed but one old tradi-
tion we, the new staff, hope to
keep very much alive is a large
and lively assortment of letters
front our readers.
"Letters to the Editor" has al-
ways been among the most popu-
lar Campus features; it provides
new slants on old problems and
a constant current interchange of
ideas. We hope that on%ill con-
rather than writing off the top of
his head, he would find that the
Italian Swiss Colony Burgundy sells
for $2.90 per gallon rather than
$3.00 as he stated.
Thank you.
"A Devout Wino"
•
Lowly frosh
To the Editor:
The "Lowly Freshman" who re-
ferred to himself as such was mak-
ing no mistake. He is definitely low.
May all the poor excuses for girls
crawling around this campus rape
him.
"The Barbarians"
tinue to keep the section thnel
and provocative by sending u
your letters. We are happy t
print as numuy as space permits
provided we receive them at
Fernald Hall before 5:00 p.n
each Monday.
All letters must be signed. bt
we will withhold names at ti
writer's request.
SPRING FEVER?
WANT TO GET
AWAY FROM IT
ALL?
Try
THE ALUMNI ROOM
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
Suddenly it's Spring
as shown in
the styling of a
Kirkland Hull
suit. A three piect
linen %cave ensemblt
that serves her mis
tress around the clock
In pastels and size
8 to 18 at a very mod
crate 25.00 only at
H. M. GOLDSMITH'S I
Ladies' and Children's Store
76-78 North Main Street
Old Town
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Maine coeds tan on Bermuda sands
by MARTA HANLEY
Is a prickly painful, irritatingly
itching, raunchy red, flaming face
really worth it? Five sun-scorched
coeds from U-Maine emphatically
say "Yes". The girls—Martha
Steam, Judy Gibson, Andi With-
am, Linda Cate, and Joan Perkins—
are among the 900 or more college
students who invaded the coral Isle
of Bermuda last week.
First impressions of the island
were favorable. According to Judy,
the people were friendly right from
the start. Students were provided
with "college cards", compliments
of the Bermuda government, which
"got us into every thing free."
The very first thing the girls did
upon arrival was to rent motor
bikes, "an absolute necessity."
"You were a nothing without one,"
remarked Martha. Martha was
really "clutched" and never did get
the hang of driving on the left side
of the road.
Saturday night, "Perks" had a
date, but ran out of gas and final-
ly showed up at the hotel at 3 a.m.
At six that morning, the girls were
treated to a fire in their room.
Judy's pillow had fallen on an elec-
tric heater and burnt a hole in the
rug and floor. Oblivious to the
flames, the five girls slept on. Fi-
nally. they woke up. screamed, and
doused the fire with water. It was
going to be a great week!
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office, School, and Drafting Supplies
14 State Street Bangor
Sunday was a bad beach day, so
the girls went sight-seeing, driving
to Hamilton, capital of Bermuda.
That night they went to a mixer
sponsored by the government—
everything was free. Students repre-
senting Wheaton. Colby, Syracuse,
Simmons, Yale, Vermont, and many
other colleges milled around and
played the "Oh, you must know so-
and-so" game. The girls barely
made the mixer, however. Sunday
afternoon, the well went dry, the
water pump burned out, and they
had to boil water to take baths.
They endured that; but that night
they had four hair dryers and four
electric heaters going simultaneous-
ly—they blew a fuse. They lost
water and electricity again on
Wednesday.
On Monday. a "gorgeous beach
day," the girls spent the day at El-
bow Beach with its "pink sand and
aqua water". Later, when the col-
lege queen beauty contest was be-
ing held, the Maine five left.
Monday night they visited a night
With this one exception,
GT&E holds the lead in remote control
We leave it up to the dexterity of
youth to manipulate slot cars. But
concede nothing to anyone in the
matter of making machines act as
they should without human inter-
vention ... even if they're sepa-
rated by hundreds of miles.
The lead is supplied by two of
GT&E's family of companies.
Automatic Electric manufactures
the control systems, and Lenkurt
.Electric the equipment to trans-
mit the control signals over wire
lines or microwave radio. In com-
bination, the systems are used to
automate gas and oil pipelines,
electric utility complexes, and the
operations of railroads.
The CONITELTm 2000 supervis-
ory and control system—new from
Automatic Electric— can report
the status of 180 devices in as lit-
tle aq ^00
club called "40 Thieves". The Pack-
ing Berries from England, and the
Savages, a local group, provided en-
tertainment. Dress on the island was
informal.
Tuesday was partly cloudy and
windy ("it really wasn't the right
season yet") so the coeds biked to
St. George — one of Bermuda's
islands. "St. George is a quaint lit-
tle place, something like Province-
town," says Martha, "and the 'bob-
bies' were nice."
The Bermuda government didn't
have anything planned for Wednes-
day, so the girls amused them-
selves. Martha went shopping; after
buying clothes, souvenirs, and other
items, she lived on $.15 for the rest
of the week.
All in all, the girls spent between
$200-$300 (plane fare and hotel
cost $165). Only $100 worth of
goods can be taken off the island
unless it is worn. Judy had quite a
bit on when she returned to the
States.
Lenkurt's new Journal Data
Transmission transmits "hotbox"
information instantly so railroad
controllers may stop trains before
costly accidents occur.
Automatic remote control is just
one of many ways GT&E is serv-
ing the national interest. Our total
activities are covered in a booklet
you can obtain from your place-
ment office, or by writing General
Telephone& Electronics,730Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y.10017.
GTE
GENERALTELEPHONE& ELECTRONICS
730 NIRO AVE..N.E 10017 • ME SU8SIDIA7IIES (WV 411 Telephone °prowl Co. el 33 vales • Gila Labors:v*1 • GT&E loternoval • General Telephone threctore Co. • Avorrutic Electric • Lintel Devoe • Seam* None
everybody's
doin' it . . .
by COOKIE WILCOX
Planning to study tonite? Come
to the Blonde Room. Pick a seat
with a good view. Open up the one
and only book you brought along
and concentrate. That's right! Con-
centrate on that special someone
two tables down. How many times
has the door swung open since
you've been here? It's unbelievable
how many hours can go by without
getting past the first page. Now it's
time for a Den break. When you
get back to the library, it is sense-
less to sit there and try to study
when you aren't getting anything
done, so back to the dorm and an-
other all-nighter.
Phi Gamma Delta is featuring
the Cumberlands at their closed
dance Saturday night.
Congratulations to Sigma Nu on
receiving the Muscular Dystrophy
Award for collecting the largest
amount of money per man in a re-
cent drive.
New officers of Phi Eta Kappa:
President, Paul Auclair; Vice Presi-
dent, Merle MacBride; Treasurer,
Franklin Walters; Secretary, Rich-
ard Billings; Pledge Trainer, Glen
Ronco: Social Chairman, Benson
Caswell.
Recent election of officers at
Sigma Chi resulted in Mike Mc-
Namara. president; Scott Verrill.
vice-president; David O'Connell,
pledge trainer; Jack Meckley, asst.
pledge trainer; Greg Johnston,
treasurer; Mark Stannard, corres-
ponding secretary; Alton Bruce,
editor; James Goble, historian; Da-
vid Hodgkins, secretary; John Bu-
teau, sergeant-at-arms; Ted Pierson,
house manager; Jack W. Tarr, stu-
dent senate; and Jeff McDonald,
rush chairman.
PINNED: Linda Studley to Carl
Woodman. Maine Maritime Acade-
my; Darlene DeLong to Bill Oli-
ver, Maine Maritime Academy;
Nancy Hollinshead to Berne Ber-
ube, Theta Chi.
ENGAGED: Patty Bean. Phi Mu
to Brian Smith, Phi Mu Delta;
Janis Bolster to William R. Horner.
Any information about pinnings,
engagements, or marriages?—please
send them to:
Everybody's Doin' It, Maine
Campus c/o Cookie Wilcox.
Coburn Hall, home of the Uni-
versity of Maine's zoology facilities,
was built in 1888.
DAVIS
DRUG
STORE
in
OLD TOWN
for
Ambush
by
Dana
DAVIS DRUG
ALSO HAS
DOROTHY GRAY
AND ALL
THE BETTER
COSMETICS
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TAKING IT ALL IN—Art students examine a display of lithographs bySpanish Arati,,t Frederico Castellon exhibited in Carnegie Hall. In theforeground is a sculpture by Maine artist Harry Stump. The exhibitionis one of many new art shows displayed this month in conjunction
with the Spring Arts Festival.
New program seeks
government support
The University of Maine has ap-
plied to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare for funds
to support its planned Talent Utili-
zation Program.
The program's basic objectives
are to identify scholastically talent-
ed high school students, inform
them of the advantages and meth-
ods of attaining a post-high school
education, and channel them into
college preparatory courses.
The program would be a 'grass
roots' affair. Maine would be di-
vided into four geographical re-
gions, each with a talent scout di-
rected from a central office at the
University of Maine. The scouts
Color and insight
are displayed in
original graphics
Original graphics being exhibited
this month in the Oakes Room of
the library are from the Associated
American Artists Galleries, New
York. The function of the print ex-
hibit is to extend pictures or ideas
to a wider audience. The prints in
this exhibit perform this function
admirably. They are colorful, such
as Acrobatics by Marc Chagall, and
also represent a wide variety of
ideas.
Subject matter ranges from an in-
nocent child blowing on a dande-
lion, a print by American Jules
Merven to a satirical woodcut en-
titled Mona Lisa by David Clines.
For both color and insight The
Holy One by Hardy Hanson is ex-
cellent. Although these prints,
themselves, may seem small, actu-
ally they may be regarded as "un-
assailable guaranty of free ex-
pression".
would work closely with principals.
guidance counselors, and the vari-
ous service groups in his section in
organizing programs to inform tal-
ented students and their parents of
their potential, telling those who
may need help where they can get
it, and, in general, paving the road
to college.
Though the program would be
handled by the University, it would
advance the idea of higher educa-
tion anywhere, favoring no partic-
ular institute.
However, Director of Student
Services Robert Cobb observed,
"To a degree I would say the Tal-
ent Utilization Program is a vested
interest. America needs these wasted
minds."
MUAB Surf Weekend
RID \) NpRii
RIDE THE WILD SURF
7 and 9:30
Hauck Auditorium
SATURDAY, APRIL 9
WATERLOGGED
7:(11)
O 5A1 otty
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
• • •
Take-Out Service
• • •
Ample Free Parking
• • •
STATE STREET, VEAZIE
TeL 945-6500
Atomic Energy Commission awards grant
to U-M for reasearch on effects on radiation
The Atomic Energy Commission
has approved a research grant of
$40,365 for the first year to the
University of Maine to study the
effects of radiation on alkali azides.
The grant, announced by Presi-
dent Edwin Young, will help two
members of the physics department
carry on the research which started
two years ago with the aid of Coe
Research funds.
Associate Professor Douglas Wylie,
who originated the research, says the
primary object of the work is to
learn more about the solid state of
azides (chemical compounds) and
the internal structure of solids which
surround us in our everyday environ-
ment.
As azides are explosives, a side-
light of the work would be to de-
termine if the explosive properties
of the azides can be changed as the
result of radiation.
Prof. Wylie and his assistants will
attempt to damage single crystals
of azides with radiation and from
the nature and type of damage that
results, learn something about the
nature and strength of the crystal-
line electric fields.
Collaborating on the project will
be Prof. Jonathan Biscoe of the
physics department.
Two graduate assistants will aid
in the work during the summer
months and one graduate assistant
will work on the project during the
next year.
Dr. Wylie said that a complete
new magnate and power supply is
being purchased for the research.
Ronald E. Bishop
RONALD E. BISHOP & ASSOCIATES
General Agency for
NATIONAL LIFE OF VERMONT
Bangor, Maine Tel. 912-7331
LIFE INSUILANCE IS GOOD PROPERTY
Live, Die or Quit — You cannot lose!
Only 79 insurance companies are admitted to do busi-
ness in the State of New York. National Life is one
of that select group of New York companies. Arthur C. Collier
SLACKS,JEANS and WALK SHORTS
with
FaraPress
NEVER NEED IRONING
FARAH MANUFACTURING CO., INC.. EL PASO, TEXAS
OUR BEST
DRESS SLACKS
at Casual Slack _Prices!
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Summer Session offers tour
Five new courses are being of-
fered during the University of
Maine's Summer Session. Four
courses will he held in the evening
from June 13 to August 1. The
Huge discounts with
the International
Student ID Card.
Student ships for
lively, informative
crossings.
The ID card will save you 60% on air
travel in Europe and Israel. SameSure savings on hotels, admissions,
meals, trains. A must for traselers.
Student ships offer language classes,
art lectures, international discussionforums and all the fun of a low-cost
student crossing to Europe.
Can you afford
not to write for details?
Write: Dept. CO, U.S. National Stu-dent Association, 265 Madison Ave..New York, N. Y. 10016
fifth course is a seven-week educa-
tional tour of the United States,
with short visits to Canada and
Mexico.
The four evening courses, eco-
nomics, history, psychology, and
sociology, are three credit-hour
courses which will be given from
7 to 9:30 p.m. two evenings a week
for seven weeks.
Designed to develop the student's
ability to understand and use some
of the important economic con-
cepts, tools and methods, Manager-
ial Economics is a graduate course
in the application of economic
analysis to the management of busi-
ness enterprises.
A visiting professor, William L.
Ziglar, instructor of history at
Eastern Baptist College, St. Davids,
Pa., will teach a course in Social
and Intellectual History, a study of
American social and cultural de-
velopments as reflected in philoso-
phy, literature, religion, science,
politics and economics.
General Psychology and an In-
troduction to Sociology are the re
Leesures
bY
Lees
v.heat
denim blue
light blue
black
CUTLER'S MEN'S
OLD TOWN
burgundy
$4.98
STORE
maining two courses being offered
at night.
The educational tour, designed to
expand an understanding and ap-
preciation of the geography and his-
tory of the U.S. and neighboring
countries, is worth six credit-hours.
Led by tour director Philip Gon-
yar, social studies department head
at Bangor High School, and Mrs.
Marion Boyce, U-M Assistant Pro-
fessor of Education, the group will
leave Orono July 1 and return
August 18 in time for Summer Ses-
sion commencement exercises.
The tour includes visits to Upper
Canada Village, the Canadian Par-
liament, Niagara Falls, Greenfield
Village, the General Grant home,
the Bandlands. Mount Rushmore,
Yellowstone National Park and Old
Faithful, Glacier National Park,
Hollywood, the Mission of Capis-
trano, Old Mexico, the Grand
Canyon, Bryce and Zion National
Parks, the Petrified Forest, Old
Santa Fe, Taos, Pueblo, the Eisen-
hower and Truman libraries, Land
of Lincoln, Mammoth Cave Nation-
al Park, Monticello, and Washing-
ton, D. C.
NOTICE
The Church of Universal Fellow-
ship of Orono is sponsoring an
Easter Sunrise Service on April
10th, from 4:50 to 5:00 a.m. at
the Penobscot Valley Country Club.
Coffee, cocoa, and doughnuts
will be served in the parish house,
82 Main Street, Orono, following
the service.
maine's
rovin'
reportah
By MIDGE MCFADDEN 
"Gad, but this jello looks like swampscum." According to the Mich-
igan State News, this comment is typical of one assuming the state of
"sophomorism." Other tenets of the faith of the sophomore include adopt-
ing a theory of free love, developing an arsenal of gross jokes and remarks,
and complaining constantly about patrolling housemothers, standards chair-
men, and liquor laws. Above all, they assume people are "sob's" at heart
and that cutting one another underhandly is normal procedure.
For those who have lost interest in that best-seller of all times, try
reading, "God Is For Real, Man." Kids from the city streets of New York
have translated the Bible into their own language. Carl F. Burke, Chap-
lain of the Erie, New York jail has collected these interpretations as told
by "some of God's bad-tempered angels with busted halos." Psalm 23 has
become "The Lord Is Like My Probation Officer." "Don't Make No Dif-
ference How Much Trouble" is the new version of the Book of Job. And
the story of the Prodigal Son has turned into "'Throwin' a Party for Junior."
Looking for a husband, girls? Arizona State University's C. Glick,
author of Anzerican Families, reveals that although the chances of mar-
riage for the college-educated female are better than they were in 1940,
chances are still better for the woman with only a high school education.
The older a man is when he marries, the study indicates, the greater age
difference between bride and groom. Since the male usually marries a
younger female, he has a wide market while in college. Since a woman
usually marries up in age, however, her market grows smaller. Oh well,
maybe you'll find satisfaction nestling up to a pile of warm books for the
next sixty years.
U-Conn's Daily Campus has found a botch in the works of the
computer match dates. It all boils down to the question, "How honest are
you?" Some college students seem to exaggerate their better qualities and
to eliminate their negative traits when describing themselves on the ques-
tionnaire. One girl became absolutely ill when she received the name of a
guy whom she knew from home. He was so far from being anything close
to her ideal that she was certain he was not describing himself when he
filled out the questionnaire. Applicants often try to figure out what kind
of a person their ideal would request and then describe themselves to con-
form to this image. The skeptical guy who would never even trust his own
roommate when it came to a fix-up now has complete confidence in a com-
puter which is a perfect stranger—and an enemy at times, it seems. This
is the price which must be paid for avoiding getting shot down.
Beware of CAMP! Akron's Buchtelite says camp was formerly asso-
ciated with a woodsy place where little girls learned dirty songs amidst
much forced camaraderie. Or it might have been plain old canvas held up
by a large stick in some kid's backyard. But not today. Today CAMP
refers to a thing that is so far OUT that it's IN. In a few years, the
Buchtelite has suggested, we'll move on to FIELD . . . it's so far OUT,
it's OUT! And then TENT . . . it's so far IN, it's IN! And OVERSHOE
. . . it's so far IN, it's OUT! — ad infinitum. Anyone for good old con-
ventional ENGLISH?
Raided apartment parties don't lose much attendance here on campus,
but what about a public spot which has been attacked by the blue forces?
One such place, reports the Village Voice, was required to place a sign
stating RAIDED PREMISES on the door. It seems that the publicity for
the place was so electric that the sign was soon removed by the law.
A senior in the College of Pharmacy at the University of Kentucky,
recently did a double-take when he saw a familiar name labeling an ancient
medicine bottle among other 19th century mementos of his profession. The
bottle's contents were labeled, "Batman's Drops." The large bottle, a type
that became obsolete in American pharmacy a generation or so ago because
of its dust-collecting "lip" had come to the college in a contributed collection
of materials from a 19th century drug store. The bottle had been tagged
with a misprinted label; it should have read, "Bateman's Drops," a drugdispensed as pain relievers.
We're Al/New!
When you
think of Spring
you think of:
Pizza
Shakes
Burgers
— Delivery On All $3.00 Orders —
GOVERNOR'S
Stillwater 8274277
NOTICE
There are several positions avail-
able for sports writers on the Cam-
pus staff. Those with a nose for
news are urged to contact Sports
Editor John Torrone anytime at 4
Fernald Hall.
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Snappy pitching performance
marks Bear's tournament stint
The batting ‘sas less than desir-
able, but Coach Jack Butterfield was
more than happy with the results of
• Maine's first outing out of the field-
house. The hurlers came through
with one of the finest pitching per-
formances by a Maine staff. Dave
Ames, Dave Scabury, Terry Ord-
way, and Gordon Engstrom all had
earned run averages of less than one.
Co-captain Joe Ferris, however, had
rough going.
The Bears placed second in the
Rollins College Invitational Base-
ball Tournament in Winter Park,
Florida, behind a strong Rollins Col-
lege team. Co-captain Dick DeVar-
ney and junior Norm Tardiff pro-
sided most of the hitting power for
Maine. DeVarney batted for a .437
batting average in the tourney and
Tardiff, who didn't play the first
two games, had an average of .417.
The rest of the team had averages
of .200 and less and the total team
average was a low .171. The low av-
erages, however, are understandable
for this ra.r, the first tittle the batters
had left the batting cage in the
fielclhouse. The pitchers were way
in front of the batters in the tour-
ney.
Maine got off to a slow start, los-
ing the first two games to Princeton,
2-1, and Rollins College, 6-0. But
Maine won the next game, 5-0, be-
hind the surprise pitching of Dme
Seabury. Although Seabury hasn't
pitched for more than four years, he
went the full 9 innings, allowing
only four hits and two walks. Sea-
bury struck out 11 in his shutout.
Maine gm another pitching sur-
prise in the next contest against
Princeton. Sophomore Gordon Eng-
strom pitched the Bears to a 2-2 tie.
going 9 2/3 innings and giving up
only three hits and two walks. Eng-
strom allowed only one earned run.
The contest was called when it ran
over the time limit.
The next game, against champion
Rollins College. ended in Maine's
advantage. 5-0, thanks to the fine
pitching performant e by Terry Ord-
way. Rollins had been undefeated in
12 straight games before Ordway
shut them out. The fast bailer gave
up only one earned run in the 16
innings he pitched in the tourney
and struck out 12.
In the last game of the tourney,
Dave Ames came in to relieve
starter Joe Fer:is as the Bears
downed the University of Rochester,
5-3. After coming in in the third,
Ames allowed only three hits and
one unearned run, tie appeared in
three games for 8 2/3 innings and
an earned run average of .000. Joe
Ferris had the only trouble with an
e. r. a. of 8.10 for 6 2/3 innings.
The combined pitching effort was
good for an impressive 1.23.
The Bears play Northeastern
University away for a double head-
er Saturday. Coach Butterfield plans
to use two pitchers a game to give
his staff an opportunity to stay in
condition for the first Y-C clash
against U-Conn in two weeks.
Athletes receive letters, numerals
at annual Winter Sports Banquet
Ninety-nine athletes were awarded
J
letters and nume:als at the annual
Winter Sports Banquet held at the
) West Commons Dining Hall.
The highlight of the banquet was
the presentation of a certificate to
John Huard by Bill Langzettel,
chief of the AP bureau in Portland.
officially naming the linebacker to
the 1965 AP Little All-America
football team. Doug Avery and Ron
Lanza, both defensive backs, received
;he Westerman Awards from the
'w York alumni association.
Jim Jenkins, who had the eighth
highest shooting average in New
England was awarded the Felunan-
Field Memorial Trophy; Guy Strang
was awarded a basketball inscribed
with his career record of 727 re-
bounds. Teammate Terry Carr was
p:esented with the basketball foul.
shooting trophy; Charlie Dumas
won the Charlie Akers Trophy as
skimeister in the State Series Cham-
pionship Meet. The Ted Waldron
Award as top freshman skier was
presented to Mike Mickeritz. Mark
Bastey won a trophy as the best
frosh rifle marksman.
Wayne Hanson and Bill Blaine
were named as captains of next
year's rifle team. Jon Kirkland will
head the varsity track team for the
1966-67 season. Honorary freshmen
captains were announced: Mike
Mickeritz in skiing, Mark Bastey in
rifle, Steve Turner in track, and
Jim Stephenson in basketball.
Major 'M' letter winners in skiing
were Charles A. Dumas, Roger Du-
mas, Itaid Hall, Bruce Ilaaell.
Gregory Howe. Richard .Marco
John Pratt, Robert Price, Douglas
Thompson, Richard Wyman, and
Brian Ames.
Numeral winners in freshman ski-
ing were Alan Chapman, Robert
[latch, Donald Hickens, Albert
Hodsdon. Frederick Kent, Robert
Lyons, Michael Mickeritz, John
Reifschneider, Richard York, and
Charles Morrill, manager.
Winning letters in varsity basket-
ball were Robert Brewer, Terrance
Carr, Thomas Farrell, David Hale.
Dale MeNelly, David Smith, Gar-
land Strang. Robert Woodbury.
Frederick Woods, and John Torrey.
manager.
Freshman numeral winners in bas-
ketball were Steven Bonville, Greg-
ory Burns, Wilfred Butterfield.
Dennis Clark, James Dubay,
Charles Gallant, Roderick Macklin.
David Moody, Paul Reynolds, James
Stephenson, Lawson Richards, Mich-
ael Mathieson and Karl Rosell.
Varsity rifle letter winners were
William Blaine, Maurice Blanchette.
James Bouford, Dennis Burgess.
Wayne Hinson, Richard Harrison.
James Jenkins, Thomas Nelson. John
Tarr, Jr., Gary Welles, and Earl
Stein.
Freshman numeral winners in
rifle were Mark Bastey, Allen
Croaker, Earl MacVane, George
Pratt, Carl Sanborn, Charles Smart.
David St. Cyr.
Major 'M' letter winners in indoor
trar[k w,re James Ballinger, Morris
Official (J-M Class Rings
By HERFF JONES
Your 4 ampus Representative
DANNY HILLARD
Lambda Chi lpha Tel. 8664434
See the Ring Display and Order Yours at the
— MEMORIAL UNION LOBBY —
TIIURSDAY AND FRIDAY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Bonde, Ivan Brawn, John Buteau,
George Clark, Alan Crockett, Joseph
Dahl, George Damune, James Dean,
Lynn Ellis, John Godfrey, John
Gross. Joseph Kantauskis, Jun Kirk-
land, Albert Lagasse, Paul Petrie,
Sumner Wright, and Armand
O'Clair. An hie Woodworth, mana-
ger.
Winning numerals in freshman in-
door track were Michael Bassi, John
Beganny, David Bowie, William
Brewer, John Brennan, John Can-
dage, Alvin Cooper, Richard Curry,
John Dowd, John Dugan, Thomas
Dyer, Stephen Griffin, Frank
Harnple, David Ileward, Alan How-
ard, Paul Kidder, Paul LeBlanc,
Paul Lee, Timothy Marcoulier,
William n.rse, Edward Schmid,
Samson Sit...%los, Alan Taylor, Ste-
phen Turner, Gary Vanidestine,
Robert Ward, and Peter Dubrendis.
manager.
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shop our
downtown Bangor
men's shop
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I' _e 1 Iliac:era
MEET TWEET1E BIRD. an old bubble b t:i jz.r which the rifle team
has conserted into a bank. If a shooter misses the target in practice.
he pays 50 and a match  s is 10e. .41 the Neu England Champion-
ship, the price went up to 11.00. One shooter missed, lout wax. Char-
tier isn't telling who.
UNCLE SAM SAYS
now,you can
delay the draft
On May 14, 21, and June 3, the Selective Service System is administering to high
school seniors and college undergraduate and graduate students the Selective Serv-
ice College Qualification Test. Your score on this Test will determine in large measure
whether you will be drafted or permitted to remain in college to obtain your degree.
How to Pass SElECTIVE SERVICE Co;:ege Qualification Test by Jack Rudman
is the definitive book (just published) that will enable you to pass this Test
College Publishing Corp.
132 Livingstoo Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201. 212 ULster 2-8600
Please send mei
 coploe of SELECTIVE SERVICE
College Oualifica' on Test at $3.95 as.
Check Sr V--ey Order enclosed.
NYC delivery add 5Ve sales tax phis 2301postage and handling for each book.
Outside NYC add tax applicable otos
25 postage and handling for each book.
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Suggest You Get A Heacistart
On Spring House CL-oning
Your upholstered furniture
can take on new brilliance
If you have Saliba's clean
them. We will clean your
upholstered furniture in
your home or at our mod-
ern plant. Pick up and
delivery are free and pro-
fessional cleaning length-
ens life!
WALL TO WALL CAP.PEAG IS
CLEANED RIGHT IN YOUR HOME
Let us brighten up your
wall to wall carpeting with
our KARPET KAREg
method of tug cleaning.
Professional cleaning ex-
tends carpet life. Saliba's
men are professionals in
their feld.
rs::[
1'
I
Call today for free pick up and del;very of loose rugs
and upholstered furniture or make an appointment
for cleaning of your wall to wall carpe. We pick
up and deliver Tuesday and Friday afternoons in the
Orono-Old Town area. Phone today 942-4029.
Rug Sales and Service
Professional Rug and Upholstery Cleaners
2 Pleasant St. BANGOR Tel. 942-4029
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Carr teams fourth place
in Yankee Conference
Steve Chubin edged out Wes
Bialosulnia by two points to be the
1965-66 Yankee Conference scoring
leader. Chubin is a senior and the
all-conference choice from the Uni-
versity of Connecticut; he scored 76
&Id goals and 75 free throws for a
total of 227 points.
U-Corm's Bialosuknia, a junior,
had 97 field goals but only 31 free
throws for 225 points. Last year's
hampion score?, Clarence Hill. fin-
ished third with 185 points for his
11-Mass team.
Junior Terry Carr finished fouth
with 169 y, for Maine, followed
by junior Jim Babyak of Mass. with
159 point. Senior Henry Carey of
Rhode island had the fifth best aver-
age of 16.5 points per game but
played in one less game than
Babyak.
In the rebound depa:tment, two
and Art Stephenson of Rhode Island.
played an important role in bringing
their teams to the co-championship.
Corley was the rebound leader with
144 rebounds while Stephemon had
110.
NOTICE
Two University just rue tors .
Georges Pomet and Karl Kopp, will
be featured here April 15th in a
Main Lounge Hootenanny spon-
sored by the off-campus students.
Mr. Pomet will sing some French
folk songs; Mr. Kopp will sing and
explain some Irish and Mexican folk
ballads.
Bob Harnum, the Highlanders.
Rick Emery, Bob Cox and flamenco
guitarist Don Torr, Mimi Jordan,
Dee-Lynn-and-Marge, and the Two
He's and a She will also perform.
The Hootenanny will start at 8
sophomore:. Bill Corley of U-Conn p. m. and admission will be free.
'Blouses
Cossack . . . It's one of the happiest looks in the fashion
book, by famous blousemaker Judy Bond. Shirred em-
'n f,lery in hold shades adds a dramatic accent to snowy-
whit; ca.,y-ca', Dacron*'. polyester and cotton. Of course,
Judy Bond tailors it Judy Bond tailors every blouse
— for superb flattery. White, black, embroidery. Sizes
5.98.
glib"
,
.• -
WOMEN'S
STORE
OW TOWN
THE MAINE CAMPUS
COED SHARPSHOOTERS AT MAINE — The
Women's Rifle Club enjoyed a winter of competition
under the direction of SFC Paul Chartier of the de-
partment of military science. Kneeling, l-r: SFC Char-
Orono, Maine, April 7, 19ti6
tier, Judy Morison, and Janet Callahan. Standing. l-r:
Anne Bell, Jacqueline Staples, and Martha Perham.
Absent when the photo was taken was Julia Caldwell.
Rochester installs system
eliminating letter ranking (
(I. P.)---The University of Roch-
ester is taking a step ahead toward
the elimination of ranks. Students in
the College of Arts and Sciences
may elect to receive a grade of
either 'satisfactory' or 'fail' in one
course each semester.
Professor Vincent Novdis, chair
man of the Committee on Improv
itur Instruction and a leading insti
EPISCOPAL CHURCH at the UNIVERSITY of MAINE
Chapel of St. Thomas of Canterbury
Maundy Thursday - April 7
5:00 p.m. Holy Communion
(7:30 p.m. St. James', Old Town)
Good Friday
5:00 p.m. Holy Communion
(7:30 p.m. St. James', Old Town)
Easter
7:45 a.m. Holy Communion
10:50 a.m. Holy Communion with Sermon
(7 and 9 St. James', Old Town)
gator of the new program, says that
it has been found students work as
hard under a pass-fail system as un-
der the traditional A, B, C ranking
system. His only caution was th
instructors who fail to sufficient!
challenge their students may fa
empty classrooms as the system ten
to raise the number of cuts.
Under the new system, the st
dent would choose his subjects
usual and then single out one to
ranked only S or F. The instructo
in that particular course would ran
him in the traditional fashion, bu
only for school records. Student an4
friends, such as parents, would only
be informed as to whether the course
had been passed or failed.
Your PONTIAC dealer in Bangor has a
SPECIAL DEAL for this year's graduates on new
or used cars to be financed at a special rate with
no credit requirements. For further information
see Mr. Kelley at:
KELLEY
PONTIAC
Next to Bangor Shopping Center
699 BROADWAY 947-7374 BANGOR
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"'Depth training' aids
U-Maine's rifle team
•
a
•
by JOHN TORRONE
When last year's rifle team finished
with a 7-0 mark, Coach Paul Char-
tier announced that his 1965-66 team
would be even better. This year's
team was provided with 10 new
40XB 22 caliber rifles, which were
first used this fall.
After 180,000 rounds of ammuni-
tion and 70,000 targets were used,
Sgt. Chartier's team did improve,
winning eight straight dual meets:
the Yankee Conference, the National
Rifle Association Sectional Meet, the
Central Group title of the NECRL,
THIS IS TIIE TARGET that
riflers aim at. Move the target 50
feet away and you can begin to
appreciate the accuracy of our
shooters. There are only 51
minutes in which the shooters
must shoot Iron: a prone, kneel-
ing. and standing position. The
Maine rifler uses a new 40.101
22 caliber rifle, which weighs
18 lbs.
Clark leads team
to winning season
Dennis Clark led the University
of Maine freshmen basketball squad
this year, averaging 21.1 points per
game. Clark appeared in all 12 con-
tests and scored 253 points.
The freshmen had an outstanding
season, winning 11 games and
losing only one. That loss was the
final game of the season at the
hands of the UNH frosh.
Paul Reynolds tallied 196 points
for a 16.3 average and Jim Stephen-
son scored 162 for a 13.5 average.
Greg Burns had a 10.2 average and
Rod Macklen, who only appeared
in nine games, averaged 11.0.
Top rebounders included Rey-
nolds and Burns who stand at
6' 5" and 6' 4" respectively.
and the New England champion-
ships.
The Yankee Conference and the
Central Group titles were repeaters
for the team, but the Sectional Meet
and the New England Championship
were won for the first time. Last
year, Maine lost the Sectional Meet
by one point. This year's biggest
thrill was winning the NE Cham-
pionship. In that match Maine shot
its highest total in four years, a
1317, and beat two military schools,
the Coast Guard Academy and Nor-
wich, which both stress shooting.
Co-captain Jim Jenkins placed
eighth in the NECRL average, mak-
ing him the first U-M shooter in
over five years to finish in the top
ten. Out of the 160 shooters ranked
on the shooting average basis. Maine
also had junior Bill Blaine finishing
17th and sophomore Jack Tarr plac-
ing 19th.
Sgt. Chartier explained how he
prepared his shooters for the season:
"I train my varsity team for depth,
beginning with the freshmen who
practice four hours a week without
any league competition. The ma-
jority of these freshmen move up to
the varsity the next year. By the
time they're on the varsity, I can
expect seven or eight of these shoot-
ers to come through with a high
score of 255 or better. This is where
our squad differs from others. I
work for a team effort, not depend-
ing on one or two individuals but
seven or eight. Other schools, unlike
Maine, appear to devote their efforts
to one or two shooters, who the',
hope will carry the rest of the team.
"Take Jim Jenkins for example.
Now if I devoted most of my time
on him, be would be tremendous.
But by devoting my time to the
others, I have a well balanced team.
This year I started with 30 men on
the freshman team. The team has
dropped to nine. So, I have lots of
talent to choose from."
The remaining pieces of a rubber
8 ball and a Tweetie Bird bank can
be seen on the rifle range. Sgt. Char-
tier bought the 8 ball in New York
two years ago. The low shooter
carries the ball around with him on
away games. His name and low
score are taped on, the shooter has
to take the ball wherever he goes—
to a restaurant—even to bed.
Sgt. Chartier converted a Tweetie
Bird bubble bath kit into a bank.
If a shooter misses the bull at a
practice session, he tosses 5e into the
Tweedie Bird. A match miss costs
10e and at the New England Cham-
pionship, a miss cost $1.00. One
shooter did miss at the New Eng-
lands, but Sgt. Chartier isn't telling
who. The total collected after a sea-
son mounted to an estimated $3.75,
which Sgt. Chartier assures will be
Pitt to a good purpose.
Because Sgt. Chartier expects to
be reassigned and will not return
as coach next year, the team de-
cided to dispense with the 8-ball. At
the New Englands. low shooter Dick
Harrison, along with high shooter
Jack Tan- sliced up the ball and
Frosh trackmen set marks;
End season with 5-1 record
The freshman indoor track team
finished with five wins and one loss
in dual competition, thanks to the
performances of four stars who
broke six U-M freshman indoor
marks.
Steve Turner broke two marks in
the mile and two-mile runs. Against
Deering High School, Turner
turned in a time of 4:23.4 in the
mile to beat the former mark of
4:27.2 established by Fred Judkins.
Then in the Maine Federation
Track and Field Meet at the Uni-
versity, Turner finished 10 second,
better than the old mark of 9:44.3
for a 9:34.
The broad jump mark of 21'. 7.!.4
was broken by Dave Heward and
Ed Schmid. Heward leaped 21'
i Ms", while Schmid jumped a dis
When you start thinking about buying or selling
a house, building lots, seashore or lakeshore
property or other Real Estate, it is time to phone,
write or see —
RICHARD C. DOLLOFF
REAL ESTATE BROKER
41 Forest Avenue
ORONO, MAINE
Re.. Tel. 866-4123
AFFILIATED wmi
TIBBETTS AGENCY
1 Hammond S., Bangor, Me.
Tel. 945-4574. 947-7301
tance of 22' IA" in the final meet
of the season against New Hamp-
shire's frosh. Also against UNH.
Schmid set two freshman hurdle
marks as he posted an 8.1 seconds
for the 60 yard high hurdles and
7.5 seconds for the 60 yard low
hurdles.
John Dowd broke the former pole
vault record with a leap of 12'
111/2" against Deering High. Var-
sity pole vaulter John Gross set the
former mark of 12' 81/2".
DAVIS
DRUG
STORE
OLD TOWN
for
ONSace
AND ALL FAMOUS
SHULTON PRODUCTS
DAVIS DRUG
tLSO HAS ALL THE
POPULAR
ENGLISH LEATHER
and
CANOE
PRODUCTS TOO
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FROSH SHOOTER CARL SANBORN is one reason why
such an outstanding rifle lean:. Sgt. Chartier believes that
anced team means lots of practice. The freshmen practice
a week without any real competition. The majority of
shooters are products of the freshman team.
gave a piece to each member. The
pieces now hang from a banner in
the rifle range with the name of
each shooter taped on.
In his four seasons at Maine, Sgt.
Chart: er has posted 23 wins and six
defeats. His team this season shot
for an overall average of 1292.62
and an overall win point average of
70.0.
Individual shooting averages for
season:
Jim Jenkins
Bill Blaine
Jack Tarr
Dennis Burgess
Wayne Hanson
Gary Wells
Jim Bonford
Maurice Blanchette
Thomas Nelson
Dick Harrison
Charles Tatham
Maine has
a well bal-
four hours
the varsity
262.37
239.37
258.00
253.87
253.37
250.25
250.12
247.00
245.33
245.33
240.33
THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
AND
THE COLLEGE ENGLISH ASSOCIATION
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
The 'First Annual
Book-of-the-Month Club
Writing 'Fellowship
Program
The program will consist of four-
teen fellowships of $3000 each to be
awarded to seniors during the aca-
demic year 1966-67, which coincides
with the fortieth anniversary of the
Book-of-the-Month Club.
For complete details, see a member of
your English Department or write to:
DR. DONALD SEARS, DIRECTOR
BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
WRITING FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
c/o COLLEGE ENGLISH ASSOCIATION
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001
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At left, one of the prettiest spring-
summer arrangements we've seen,
John Meyer's gentle "boy" suit,
available in a variety of cotton
prints. They're tailored with the
loving care that's typically John
Meyer and will perform admirably
for a multitude of occasions. Spring-
posy colors in sizes 6 to 16, just
$25.00.
Right, classic simplicity comes in
this bright new spring package,
called the "girl's" suit. Choose
from either heatherspun or Erin-
weave fabrics in a bouquet of
flower colorings. As with all
John Meyer suits, the skirt is the
now famous A-line, and both
skirts and jackets are fully-lined
Sizes 6 to 16, $25.00.
Maine's Outstanding College Shop
Orono, Maine, April 7, 1966
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